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g r a p h i c a l a b s t r a c t
� A rod-like nanocomposite nanozyme
was fabricated by mineralizing Au
eAg bimetals into Hemin-melamine
matrix.

� The mineralized AueAg bimetals
could act as “nanowires” to promote
the electron transferring within
nanocomposites.

� The nanozyme with enhanced
peroxidase-like catalysis was coupled
with GOD towards a complex
enzyme.

� High adsorption capacity could be
expected for the substrates and tar-
geting analytes.

� The catalysis-based colorimetric
method can detect glucose with the
level down to 1.8 mM.
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a b s t r a c t

A nanocomposite nanozyme has been fabricated through mineralizing gold-silver bimetals into Hemin
(Hem)-coupled melamine (MA) polymer matrix for visual colorimetric analysis of H2O2 and glucose.
Catalytic Hem was cross-linked onto MA scaffold for the mineralization of AueAg bimetals yielding the
rod-like nanocomposite of MA-Hem/AueAg. It was discovered that the resulting nanocomposite could
present high aqueous stability and especially improved catalysis, which was more than four-fold higher
than that of native Hem. Catalytic kinetics studies indicate that the prepared nanocomposite nanozyme
could present much higher affinities to the substrates than those of native Hem or even horseradish
peroxidase. Herein, the so mineralized AueAg bimetals with the “silver effect” would act as “nanowires”
for promoting the electron transferring of nanocomposite nanozyme. Moreover, the Hem-coupled MA
polymer matrix with high specific surface area could ensure the high adsorption capacity for the reactant
substrates and targeting analytes. The application feasibility of the developed nanocomposite nanozyme
was demonstrated subsequently by the colorimetric assays for H2O2 and glucose separately in milk and
blood samples, with the linear ranges of 0.010e2.50mM and 0.0050e2.0mM, respectively. Such a
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bimetal mineralization-based fabrication route may open a new door toward the design of diverse
nanocomposites nanozymes with improved catalysis and adsorption performances.

© 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Due to the high catalysis efficiencies and specificities, natural
enzymes such as horseradish peroxidase (HRP) and glucose oxidase
(GOD), have beenwidely applied in the catalysis, food, biomedicine,
and environment fields [1]. Nevertheless, they may suffer from
some inherent drawbacks, such as cost-ineffectiveness, storage
instability and environmentally-affected catalysis [2]. Alternatively,
many researchers have been focused on the fabrications of various
artificial enzymes as more stable and low-cost alternatives to the
natural ones by using porphyrins, supramolecules, biomolecules,
and metal complexes to mimic natural enzymes [3e6]. As a
representative, hemin (Hem), the heme-redox active sites of cata-
lytic proteins such as HRP and hemoglobin, has beenwidely applied
in catalysis field, but showing some disadvantages like low catalysis
and poor aqueous solubility [7e11]. Also, increasing efforts have
been devoted to the development of catalytic nanomaterials,
known as nanozymes, such as Fe3O4 nanoparticles (NPs), carbon
nanotubes, graphenes and ultra-small noble metals (Pt, Au and Ag)
[6,12e20]. In particular, Au NPs have been utilized to label or an-
chor some enzymes (i.e., HRP) or catalytic derivatives to accelerate
the electron transferring toward the improved catalysis [9,21e23].
Moreover, recent decades havewitnessed the rapid development of
nanocomposites-based nanozymes that are formed by noble
metals or transition metal oxides showing enhanced peroxidase-
like activities [14,24e30]. For example, Saeed Y and coworkers
designed a nanocomposite nanozyme of C-dots/Fe3O4 for the
determination of H2O2 in nanomolar levels [26]. Huang et al. have
fabricated a graphene oxide-Se nanocomposite with glutathione
peroxidase-like catalysis for cytoprotection [27]. Liu’ group re-
ported a nanocomposite nanozyme consisting of cobalt oxide and
carbon for the colorimetric detection of glucose [28]. However,
most of the nanocomposites-based nanozymes may suffer from a
formidable limitation regarding the poor integration of different
components or low environmental stability, which may greatly
prevent them from being used on a large scale.

It is well recognized that with the synergetic effects, the inte-
gration of Au and Ag metals towards bimetallic Au/Ag NPs can
achieve better electronic, optical and catalytic performances over
the monometallic ones [17,31e34]. For example, Shi et al. discov-
ered that a “silver effect” could be obtained for the bimetallic Au/Ag
NPs presenting much higher catalysis than Au NPs alone [32]. Our
group also established that bimetallic AueAg nanoclusters could
display a “silver effect”-enhanced red fluorescence [17]. In addition,
noble metals like silver could conduct the strong interaction with
melamine (MA), a nitrogen-rich polymer molecule for forming
nanocomposites [35], to yield the diverse functional nano-
composites [36e38]. For instance, Li's group synthesized the hier-
archical silver nanochains by the Ag-MA self-assembly [36].

Inspired by the pioneering works above, in the present work,
catalytic Hem was first covalently attached onto MA by the cross-
linking chemistry to obtain the Hem-coupled MA polymer matrix.
The in-site encapsulation of bimetallic AueAg was then conducted
by the minerization route to yield the nanocomposite nanozyme. It
was discovered that the resulting MA-Hem/AueAg nanocomposite
could present the robust environmental stability and especially
strong catalytic activities, which was more than four-fold higher
than that of native Hem. Herein, the mineralized AueAg bimetals
were thought to act as the “nanowires” for promoting the electron
transferring of Hem-containing nanocomposites with the
improved catalysis, in which the “silver effect” could be expected
for Au NPs at a vital Au-to-Ag molar ratio (i.e., 5/2). Moreover, the
catalysis performances of the MA-Hem/AueAg nanozyme were
studied by catalyzing chromogenic reactions of 3, 30, 5, 50-tetra-
methyl benzidine (TMB) and H2O2. Also, steady-state kinetic
studies were carried out to explore the catalysis and substrate af-
finities of MA-Hem/AueAg, of which the calculated parameters
were compared with those of Hem and HRP. Subsequently, the
feasibility of the developed catalysis-based colorimetric strategy for
probing H2O2 and glucose was demonstrated with high sensitivity.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first report on the fabri-
cation of nanocomposite nanozyme by the bimetallic mineraliza-
tion into catalytic Hem-binding polymer matrix, showing greatly
improved catalysis and adsorption capacity for the colorimetric
assays of H2O2 and glucose.

2. Experimental section

2.1. Reagents and apparatus

Hemin (Hem) from bovine blood was purchased from Sigma to
be used without further purification. Hydrogen tetrachloroaurate
(HAuCl4), silver nitrate (AgNO3), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2),
glucose, melamine (MA), 1-(3-Dimethylaminopropyl)-3-
ethylcarbodiimide (EDC), triphenylphosphine (PPh3), and N-Hy-
droxy succinimide hydrochloride (NHS) were obtained from
Aladdin Reagent Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China). Chromogenic sub-
strates of 3, 30, 5, 5’ tetramethyl benzidine (TMB) and TMB-H2O2
were purchased from Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co. (Shanghai,
China). Glucose oxidase (GOD, 200 Umg�1) was obtained from
Sangon Biotech Co., Ltd (China). All other reagents are of analytical
grade. Deionized water (>18MU) was supplied from an Ultrapure
water system (Pall, USA).

The colorimetric measurements of the catalytic reaction prod-
ucts were performed by a microplate reader (Infinite M200 PRO,
Tecan, Austria) with 96-well plates (JET BIOFIL, Guangzhou, China).
UVevis absorption spectra were collected using UV-3600 spectro-
photometer (Shimadzu, Japan), and scanning electron microscope
(SEM, JSM-6700F, Japan) was employed to characterize the result-
ing nanocomposites.

2.2. Synthesis of MA-Hem/AueAg

Hem with carboxyl groups was first bound with amine-
derivatized MA by the EDC-NHS cross-linking chemistry. Briefly,
an aliquot of EDC (100mM) and NHS (80mM) were premixed and
then added into the Hem solution (1.0mL, 1.0mgmL�1) to be stir-
red for 1 h at room temperature. Next, an aliquot of MA (0.50mL,
10mM) was introduced into the solution of activated Hem to be
vigorously stirred at 37 �C for 30min, followed with the addition of
an aliquot of HAuCl4 (0.5mL, 10mM). After the mixture was stirred
for 1.0 h, an aliquot of AgNO3 (0.10mL, 20mM) was introduced into
the mixture to be stirred for 8 h at 37 �C. After the products were
further purified by dialysis, the resulting MA-Hem/AueAg
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nanocomposites were collected and stored at 4 �C in dark for the
future usage.

2.3. Colorimetric investigations of catalytic materials

The colorimetric investigations of peroxidase-like catalysis ac-
tivities of catalytic materials were comparably conducted by using
the TMB-H2O2 reactions. Typically, an aliquot of the prepared
nanocomposites (4.31mgmL�1, 2.5 mL) or Hem (0.81mgmL�1,
2.5 mL) was introduced into the TMB-H2O2 reactions, of which the
chromogenic reaction products were monitored at 652 nm using
96-well plates and a microplate reader. Moreover, the optimization
of the main conditions for the synthesis of MA-Hem-Au-Ag nano-
composites were performed using different AgNO3 amounts
(10.0e60.0mM), Hem dosages (0.20e1.8mgmL�1), pH values
(2.0e12), and reaction time (2.0e12 h). Also, the optimization of the
catalytic reaction conditions of nanocomposites were carried out
with TMB-H2O2 reactions at different nanocomposites dosages
(0.27e5.4mgmL�1), pH values (2.0e13), temperature (2.0e50 �C),
and ion strengths in NaCl concentrations (0.83e41.67mM). Addi-
tionally, catalysis kinetic studies were carried out for MA-Hem/
AueAg nanocomposites by comparing with Hem (each containing
1.25 mM Hem), of which H2O2 of 8.82mM or TMB of 0.42mM was
applied alternatively at a fixed concentration of one substrate
versus varying concentration of the second substrate. The
Lineweaver-Burk plots by the double reciprocal of the Michaelis-
Menten equations were thus performed to calculate the
Michaelis-Menten constants. Of note, the Hem concentrations in
the MA-Hem/AueAg nanocomposites were measured from the
data of UVevis absorbance through referring to the plotted stan-
dard curve for Hem concentrations versus UVevis absorbance
values.

2.4. Colorimetric detection of H2O2 and glucose in samples

Under the optimized conditions, the colorimetric detections of
H2O2 and glucose with different concentrations separately spiked
in milk and blood samples were conducted. First, an aliquot of MA-
Hem/AueAg nanocomposites (4.31mgmL�1) was added to TMB
solutions with different concentrations of H2O2 spiked in milk
samples (0.010, 0.050, 0.10, 0.25, 0.50, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 and 2.5mM).
Then, the mixtures were incubated at 37 �C for 20min with the
UVevis absorbance values to be measured at 652 nm using 96-well
plates and a microplate reader. Herein, the developed method was
applied to sensing H2O2 in the practical real samples, which were
not pretreated to be diluted before usage. Besides, by following the
similar analysis procedure, different concentrations of glucose
spiked in blood (0.0050, 0.0010, 0.0020, 0.050, 0.10, 0.25, 0.50, 1.0,
1.5 and 2.0mM) were analyzed. Briefly, an aliquot of the activated
MA-Hem/AueAg nanocomposites (4.31mgmL�1) was mixed with
GOD (10mgmL�1) under stirring for 1.0 h to form the MA-Hem/
AueAg-GOD complex enzymes. An aliquot of the complex enzymes
(containing 1.25 mM Hem) was then added to TMB solutions with
glucose of different concentrations spiked in blood. After being
incubated at 37 �C for 20min, the product solutions weremeasured
with UVevis absorbance values recorded at 652 nm using 96-well
plates and a microplate reader.

2.5. Preparation of blood samples

Blood samples, provided by the University Hospital by collecting
from healthy volunteers with informed consent, were prepared
through protein precipitation route. Briefly, an aliquot of 5.0mL of
collected blood was vigorously mixed with HCl (0.40mL, 0.20M)
and PPh3 (0.20mL, 0.40M) in water/acetonitrile of 20/80. After
incubation for 15min, the hydrolysed blood was mixed with 5.0mL
of acetonitrile to precipitate proteins, followed by centrifugation at
4000 rpm for 20min. The so obtained supernatants were stored in
4 �C for future use. In addition, all the experiments were performed
in compliance with the Ethical Committee Approval of China, and
approved by the ethics committee at Qufu Normal University.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Synthesis and characterization of MA-Hem/AueAg

As illustrated in Scheme 1A, the catalytic Hem with carboxyl
groups was first covalently cross-linked onto amine-derivatized
MA scaffold through the EDC-NHS chemistry to yield the Hem-
coupled MA polymer matrix, followed by the mineralization of
AueAg bimetals. The resulting rod-like nanocomposite nanozyme
of MA-Hem/AueAg was utilized for catalyzing the typical chro-
mogenic TMB-H2O2 reactions. Herein, the Hem-coupled MA poly-
mer matrix with some functional groups (i.e., amine, carboxyl)
could act as the stabilizer and reducing agents for the bimetal
mineralization. Importantly, the AueAg bimetals so mineralized
would serve as “nanowires” to booster the electron transferring in
Hem-containing nanocomposites leading to the greatly improved
catalysis performances, in which a “silver effect” could be expected
for increasing the “nanowiring” function of AueAg bimetals. In
addition to the robust environmental stability, as a result, the as-
prepared MA-Hem/AueAg nanocomposites could present the
strong peroxidase-like catalytic activity to promise the colorimetric
analysis applications. Furthermore, the MA-Hem/AueAg nano-
composites were attached with GOD to obtain the complex enzyme
for the catalysis-based colorimetric analysis of glucose, as described
in Scheme 1B. Herein, the GOD on the nanocomposites could
catalyze the oxidation of glucose to gluconolactone and H2O2, of
which H2O2 would conduct the oxidation of TMB catalyzed by the
MA-Hem/AueAg nanocomposites, showing the blue reaction
products (insert, Scheme 1B), thus achieving the colorimetric as-
says for glucose.

The topological structures of MA-Hem/AueAg nanocomposites
were characterized using scanning electron microscope (SEM) in
comparison with MA-Hem/Au nanocomposites without silver ele-
ments. One can note from Fig. 1A that the products of MA-Hem/
AueAg nanocomposites could exhibit the uniform rod-like profile,
of which the surfaces could be decorated with cloddy blocks, as
more clearly shown in the amplified view (insert). In contrast, the
MA-Hem/Au nanocomposites formed without silver elements
could display the smooth surfaces (Fig. 1B), as disclosed in the
amplified view (insert). Moreover, the characteristic UVevis
spectra of MA-Hem/AueAg nanocomposites were measured, tak-
ing Hem and MA as the controls (Fig. 2A). It was observed that the
developed nanocomposites could include the absorbance peaks of
Hem at about 395 nm and mineralized AueAg at about 330 nm,
thus confirming the successful integration of Hem and mineralized
AueAg bimetals into the nanocomposites.

3.2. Colorimetric investigations of peroxidase-like catalysis of MA-
Hem/AueAg

The peroxidase-like catalysis of MA-Hem/AueAg nano-
composites was investigated by the colorimetric tests taking MA-
Hem/Au and Hem for comparison (each containing Hem of
similar concentration) (Fig. 2B). Accordingly, the MA-Hem/AueAg
nanocomposites could display the strongest catalysis performance,
which is more than four-fold and two-fold higher than that of
native Hem and MA-Hem/Au, respectively. As aforementioned,
here, the dramatically enhanced catalysis of MA-Hem/AueAg



Scheme 1. Schematic illustration of (A) the fabrication procedure of MA-Hem/AueAg nanocomposite nanozymes including MA-Hem cross-linking and AueAg mineralization, and
(B) the catalysis-based colorimetric test for glucose using GOD-loading MA-Hem/AueAg nanozymes.

Fig. 1. SEM images of (A) MA-Hem/AueAg and (B) MA-Hem/Au nanocomposites (insert: the amplified views).

Fig. 2. Comparison of (A) UVevis spectra among Hem, MA, and MA-Hem/AueAg and (B) the catalysis activities in catalyzing TMB-H2O2 reactions among (b) Hem, (c) MA-Hem/Au,
(d) MA-Hem/AueAg, taking (a) TMB-H2O2 as the control (insert: the photographs of corresponding product solutions of catalytic TMB-H2O2 reactions).
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nanocomposites over Hem was thought to result from the AueAg
bimetals so mineralized that could increase the electron trans-
ferring by acting as the “nanowires”. As aforementioned, herein, the
introduction of silver elements would endow the AueAg bimetals
with the “silver effect” achieving the better electronic and catalytic
performances than the monometallic ones. The yielded bimetallic
Au/Ag NPs in hemin-melamine matrix would act as the “nano-
wires” for the further enhanced function of accelerating the elec-
tron transferring of MA-Hem/AueAg nanocomposites, thus
showing the stronger catalysis.
3.3. Main synthetic conditions of MA-Hem/AueAg

The main conditions for the synthesis of MA-Hem/AueAg
nanocomposites were optimized (Fig. 3). First, the AgNO3 concen-
trations could play a vital role in the preparation of MA-Hem/
AueAg nanocomposites with the mineralization of AueAg bi-
metals. It was found that the catalytic activities of MA-Hem/AueAg
nanocomposites could increase with the increasing concentrations
of AgNO3 till 20.0mM with the Au-to-Ag ratios of 5/2 so calculated
(Fig. 3A), over which a gradual decrease in the catalytic activities



Fig. 3. Optimization of main synthetic conditions of MA-Hem/AueAg including (A) AgNO3 concentrations, (B) Hem concentrations, (C) pH values, and (D) reaction time.
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could be encountered. Second, the effects of Hem used on the
fabrication of MA-Hem/AueAg nanocomposites were explored by
using different Hem concentrations (Fig. 3B). Obviously, an aliquot
of 1.20mgmL�1 Hem in the synthesis reactions was suitable for
yielding theMA-Hem/AueAg nanocomposites. Third, the pH values
could influence the catalysis of MA-Hem/AueAg nanocomposites
(Fig. 3C). Obviously, the highest response could be obtained at pH
10, which should be selected as the most suitable one. Finally, the
reaction time for the formation of MA-Hem/AueAg nano-
composites was investigated (Fig. 3D), showing the optimum time
of about 10 h.
3.4. Main catalytic reaction conditions of MA-Hem/AueAg

The main catalytic reaction conditions were explored for the
MA-Hem/AueAg nanocomposites by using the TMB-H2O2 re-
actions, with the results shown in Fig. 4. As disclosed in Fig. 4A, the
nanocomposites dosages play a vital role in the catalytic perfor-
mances of MA-Hem/AueAg nanocomposites, with the optimal one
at 4.31mgmL�1. Fig. 4B displays the pH value-depending catalysis
performances of MA-Hem/AueAg nanocomposites. Apparently, the
MA-Hem/AueAg nanocomposites could perform the best catalysis
at pH 6.0. The results suggest that MA-Hem/AueAg nano-
composites might conduct the strong catalysis under the slightly
acidic conditions. Furthermore, the temperature-dependent activ-
ities of MA-Hem/AueAg nanocomposites in catalyzing TMB-H2O2
reactions was explored (Fig. 4C). Accordingly, the developed
nanocomposites nanozymes could exhibit the highest catalytic
activities at about 37 �C, which is consistent with that of native
Hem. Fig. 4D shows that the ion strength is another significant
factor in the catalytic reactions with the optimal one at about
12mM. These results indicate that MA-Hem/AueAg nano-
composites and Hem might conduct the catalysis under the basi-
cally similar reaction conditions. Therefore, the nanocomposites
formed by the mineralized bimetallic route might ensure the main
molecule structure and function of Hem, yet, dramatically improve
their catalytic activities through promoting the electron-
transferring.

Furthermore, the time-dependent catalytic performances for
TMB-H2O2 reactions of the developed nanozymes of MA-Hem/
AueAg nanocomposites was probed by monitoring the UVevis
absorbance changes of the TMB-H2O2 products with the
increasing of reaction time (Fig. 5A). Accordingly, the MA-Hem/
AueAg nanocomposites could well catalyze the TMB-H2O2 re-
actions within 22min, showing a much faster catalysis rate than
native Hem. In addition, studies were made on the environmental
stability of the developed MA-Hem/AueAg nanocomposites stored
over different time intervals (Fig. 5B). As expected, no significant
change in the catalysis performances was witnessed for MA-Hem/
AueAg nanocomposites even that they were stored in water up to
seven months, thus confirming the high environmental stability,
which is thought mainly from the Hem-coupled MA polymer ma-
trix that might act as the scaffold stabilizer.
3.5. Kinetics studies on MA-Hem/AueAg catalysis

Catalysis kinetics studies were conducted for the developed
nanozymes of MA-Hem/AueAg nanocomposites by using the
Michaelis-Menten model, taking native Hem as the comparison
(Fig. 6). One can observe that the reciprocal plotting of initial re-
action rates versus varying reciprocal of TMB amounts (Fig. 6A) or
H2O2 concentrations (Fig. 6B) could illustrate the typical Michaelis-
Menten behavior. Importantly, the comparison of the colorimetric
results revealed that the as-prepared MA-Hem/AueAg nanozymes
could display much better catalysis performances than native Hem.
Moreover, according to the regression of Lineweaver-Burk double
reciprocal curves, the dynamic parameters were calculated
including Michaelis constant (Km) and the maximal reaction ve-
locity (Vmax). The results are summarized in Table 1 by comparing
with those of HRP reported previously [39]. One can note that the
apparent Km value of MA-Hem/AueAg nanocomposites for H2O2
(2.70mM) is much lower than that of native Hem (3.20mM) or HRP



Fig. 4. Comparison of catalytic reaction conditions betweenMA-Hem/AueAg (black) and Hem (red) in catalyzing TMB-H2O2 reactions including (A) nanocomposites dosages, (B) pH
values, (C) temperatures, and (D) ion strengths in NaCl concentrations. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of
this article.)

Fig. 5. Comparison of (A) time-dependent catalysis performances and (B) environmental stabilities between MA-Hem/AueAg (black) and Hem (red), which were stored over
different time intervals to be applied for catalyzing the TMB-H2O2 reactions. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web
version of this article.)
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(3.70mM). Meanwhile, the Km value of the developed peroxidase
mimics for TMB substrate is 2.39mM, which is also much lower
than that of Hem (3.98mM), but higher than that of HRP
(0.434mM). Moreover, MA-Hem/AueAg nanocomposites could
present higher Vmax values for H2O2 than native Hem or HRP. These
data demonstrate that MA-Hem/AueAg nanocomposites could
exhibit higher catalysis affinity to the substrates (i.e., H2O2 and
TMB) over Hem, presumably due to that the mineralized AueAg
bimetals could promote the electron-transferring aforemen-
tioned, and especially the Hem-coupled MA polymer matrix with
functional groups (i.e., amine, carboxyl groups), which might build
up a better catalytic reactivity pathways to accumulate more sub-
strates towards their catalysis-active sites, so as to facilitate more
efficient transformations of substrates [40e43]. Therefore, much
stronger catalysis performances could be expected for the
developed nanozymes of MA-Hem/AueAg nanocomposites,
promising the catalysis-based colorimetric analysis of H2O2
afterwards.
3.6. Preliminary applications of the nanozyme-based colorimetric
method for H2O2 and glucose in samples

Under the optimal conditions, the developed MA-Hem/AueAg-
based colorimetric method was applied separately for the analysis
of H2O2 and glucose inmilk and blood samples, respectively (Fig. 7).
Fig. 7A manifests the calibration curve of the nanocomposites-
based colorimetric assays for H2O2. Accordingly, the detection of
H2O2 in milk could be achieved with the concentrations linearly
ranging from 0.010 to 2.50mM. A detection limit (LOD) of about
2.5 mM was obtained as estimated by the 3s rule, of which the



Fig. 6. Catalysis kinetics of double-reciprocal plots for (a) MA-Hem/AueAg and (b) Hem by using (A) various TMB concentrations at fixed 8.82mMH2O2 and (B) various H2O2

concentrations at fixed 0.42mM TMB; the double-reciprocal plots for kinetic catalysis of MA-Hem/AueAg composites using (C) various TMB concentrations at three fixed H2O2

concentrations, and (D) various H2O2 concentrations at three fixed TMB concentrations.

Table 1
Comparison of dynamic catalysis parameters among Hem, MA-Hem/AueAg, and
HRP documented for TMB and H2O2 substrates.

Catalysis materials Substrates Km (mM) Vmax (M s�1)

Hem TMB 3.98 2.0� 10�8

HRP TMB 0.434 10.0� 10�8

MA-Hem/AueAg TMB 2.39 1.42� 10�8

Hem H2O2 3.2 3.1� 10�8

HRP H2O2 3.7 8.71� 10�8

MA-Hem/AueAg H2O2 2.7 14.1� 10�8
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performances (e. g. analysis range and LOD) are better than those of
the other colorimetric methods for H2O2 reported previously
[12,44]. Moreover, the MA-Hem/AueAg nanocomposites were
bound with GOD to form the complex enzyme for the colorimetric
analysis of glucose in blood (Fig. 7B). It was noted that glucose in
blood could be detected with the linear concentration ranging from
0.0050 to 2.0mM, with the LOD of about 1.8 mM. Such a LOD is
Fig. 7. The calibration curves for the MA-Hem/AueAg-based colorimetric assays for (A) H2O
lower than those of the other detection methods reported previ-
ously for glucose in blood [28,44e46]. Therefore, the developed
catalysis-based colorimetric strategy with the nanocomposites
nanozymes can allow for the analysis of H2O2 and glucosewith high
detection sensitivities and wide analysis ranges. In addition, the
recovery tests were performed by using the developed colorimetric
method to probe H2O2 in milk and glucose in blood samples,
showing the recoveries obtained ranging from about 98.0 to 105.0%
and 98.4e104.0%,respectively (Table 2).
4. Conclusions

To summarize, a nanozyme of MA-Hem/AueAg nanocomposite
has been successfully fabricated with powerful catalysis and robust
environmental stability by the in-site mineralization of AueAg bi-
metals into Hem-coupled MA polymer matrix for sensing H2O2 and
glucose in milk and blood, respectively. As evidenced in the color-
imetric assays, the obtained nanocomposite nanozyme could
2 and (B) glucose with different concentrations spiked in milk and blood, respectively.



Table 2
Recovery test results of the developed colorimetric method in detecting H2O2 in milk and glucose in blood samples (n¼ 5).

H2O2 concentrations (mM) Recoveries (%)

Added (mM) Founded (mM)

0.2 0.21±0.04 105.0
0.5 0.51±0.09 102.0
1.0 0.98±0.08 98.0
2.0 2.03±0.1 101.5

Glucose concentrations (mM) Recoveries (%)
Added (mM) Founded (mM)

0.1 0.104±0.02 104.0
0.5 0.492±0.05 98.4
1.0 1.03±0.08 103
1.5 1.488±0.11 99.2
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present the greatly improved catalytic activities, which are over
four-fold higher than native Hem. Moreover, steady-state catalytic
kinetics studies indicate that the developed nanocomposite nano-
zyme could achieve the higher substrate affinity and catalysis ca-
pacities than native Hem and even HRP, as demonstrated by lower
Km values. Herein, the introduction of AueAg bimetals mineralized
into the Hem-coupled MA polymer matrix could not only func-
tionalize as “nanowires” to accelerate the electron transferring, but
also possess high adsorption capacity for the reactant substrates
and targeting analytes towards the high substrate affinity. H2O2 and
glucose in samples could be quantified by the MA-Hem/AueAg-
based colorimetric method with the LOD down to about 2.5 mMand
about 1.8 mM, respectively. Although the detailed mechanism
should be investigated further, such a synthesis methodology with
the bimetallic AueAg mineralization may be utilized for the fabri-
cation of a variety of enzymes or catalytic mimetic elements (i.e.,
Hem) with improved catalysis performances, thus promising the
extensive applications in the catalysis, biomedical analysis, and
environmental treatment fields.
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